
"I love that life is a mystery,
the more I begin to see,

the more she shows her secrets to me,
& the more I surrender to her showing myself back to me."

-Naty Howard

I am so honoured and deeply humbled by your choice to join this 7 Day Community 
Liquid Feast and Vision Quest. Tonight we formally begin the Feast & Quest, yet today 
is a day to Begin Anew.

Today is a day to start setting our intention for this very special time we are gifting 
ourselves. Please make an effort to slow things down today and this week (even if you 
are still working full time) to anchor yourself for the journey ahead.

The Fall is a natural Earthly time for slowing down, for gathering ourselves in 
preparation for the Winter Season and more consciously is a time to inquire within 
ourselves about the seeds we wish to bring with us into our dream time (winter) for the 
year ahead that we will be sowing onto the ground with the fresh smells of Spring. So 
what has called you forward? What within the boundaries of your own Heart wishes to 
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be seen at this time in your life?  All important questions we will get to in our time 
together.

As you see this will be the format of the 7 Day Community Liquid Feast & Vision Quest. 
Together and on a daily basis, we will dive using Video tutorials through Tools for 
Recalibrating our Heart Compass. These include: The Power of Liquid Nutrition and 
Liquid Feasting, Tools for Vision Questing, Rituals of the Day (tools for our own 
revolution) & an Exercise of the Day.

Video- Today We Begin Anew: https://youtu.be/DguRIr18Ui0

PLEASE GIFT YOURSELF TIME TO DIVE WITHIN.

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Purpose of Liquid Nutrition & Liquid Feasting. Why is it vital at this 
time for our Health and Longevity.

https://youtu.be/4Vths_03I0Q

VISION QUEST: Recalibrating our Heart Compass.

https://youtu.be/BQIAcgpzJqE

RITUAL OF THE DAY: Anchoring our Hearts with The Power of Intention.

https://youtu.be/jUwfkQenh7

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:  Write your own letter of Intention for this Liquid Feast & 
Vision Quest. Please download The Power of Intention and make the time to Practice.

If you are part taking in this program with the Onsite Gathering Option please bring your 
letter of Intention with you tonight. 

https://youtu.be/DguRIr18Ui0
https://youtu.be/4Vths_03I0Q
https://youtu.be/BQIAcgpzJqE
https://youtu.be/jUwfkQenh7


Write your letter of intention(s) for this Liquid Feast and Vision Quest

Take five minutes to sit quietly, take a few deep breaths and allow your nervous system 
to calm down from the busy go go go multi tasking of your life… bring a piece of paper, 
a pen, your Heart and the intention to open to the Universal Consciousness that guides 
us, that is here to serve us, that is here to inspire us.  You may want to light a candle, 
and set the mood of your space as a space of inquiry.  

When you feel you have centred yourself, ask yourself what your intention for doing this 
Liquid Feast and Vision Quest is. You may have one, you may have many. Keep 
listening until you feel connected with the deep space within you that has brought you 
here. This is Soul speaking. Allow the answers to rise from your Heart.  

Perhaps your Heart will pour itself over the blank pages that are patiently awaiting, or 
perhaps your mind will continue to automatically write what ‘should’ be your intentions.  
Focus on the feeling sensation that you get as you write your intentions. If you feel that 
the flow of your intention(s) is very choppy or stuck, breathe deeply again, ask again, 
ask your higher Self to allow you to have access to a deeper level of yourself, where 
your Soul expression lives, and where your Soul Intentions reside. Then try again. 

These Soul intentions are your own, they are private, they are for you to begin to plan 
your road map.  They are for your Heart, your mind, your Spirit and the Universe to 
know which way to draw you forward.  

When you feel complete, read them aloud, allow each and everyone of your cells to 
bare witness to your Soul’s desire and your commitment to your own Evolution.

Please keep your intentions where you can read them all week long.  Re-read them 
often — everyday if you can.  They will become a part of you inspiration for doing the 7 
day Liquid Feast and Vision Quest when the adrenaline rush of oh my god! look at me.. 
I am doing it! is gone… They will give you strength on those days. We all need a little 
encouragement. They will begin to shape your vision with hope.

If you have the time, make a second copy, if not, simply write on a separate piece of 
paper the following words:

“These are my Intentions.  This is my Soul Dream.  My Heart knows which way to lead 
me now.  As Above, so is Below.  As is within, so is without.  As in Heaven, so is on 
Earth.  I commit. I am ready.”

If you are doing this course in person, bring the second copy of the letter of intention or 
your short version of it, with you for the Beginning of the Liquid Feast and Vision Quest 
meeting.  We will be ‘offering them’ into the Earth, setting our Intentions free into the 
world, nourishing the Mandala Garden and Mother Earth with them and surrendering 
our Heart free to pursuit the emergence of our own potentiality.   

THE POWER OF INTENTION

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



If you are doing this course online, find a place where you can ‘plant’ your letter of 
intention onto the Earth, it could be your backyard, a park, a trail in the forest, it could be 
a house plant! Set the common intention to free your words (intentions) into the world, 
nourishing Mother Earth with them and surrendering your Heart free to pursuit the 
emergence of your own potential. 

Recalibrate your Self alive, one juice, one smoothie, one elixir at a time!



“Right where you are, the potential of the universe is” 
— Alexandra Katehakis

Ayurveda is the hindu system of the sacred healing science of life, it has been around 
for thousands of years and it takes into consideration the individual as a whole, inclusive 
of our body, mind, emotional and spiritual systems. Ayurveda believes in the 
interconnectedness that exists between all, it is one of its founding principles. As is 
within, so is without. As is in the Macrocosms (the Universe at large), so is in the 
Microcosm (our individual lives). Everything affects everything else. Nothing exists in a 
vacuum, and all life is fluid.

Ayurveda believes that everything that exists was made of Five Elements in different 
ratios.  From the mountain, to the sky, to the Earth, to ourselves.  We all have these 
Five Elements within us. It makes us who we are, our constitution, our strengths and 
weaknesses and our characters, can all be traced to the Five Elements. Due to the 
evolution of the manifestation of the Elements into the world, Ether (space) is 
considered the original Element. Ether is the idea of sacred space or vessel within 
which all existence can unfold. All other Elements are different stages of densification of 
Ether and contain each other, as the process moves from subtle to solid.  A change in 
one Element affects the others.  The bonding of the Elements is what makes the 
universe emerge and exist.

The Five Elements from Ayurveda are Ether, Air, Fire, Water and Earth.  Acknowledging 
them, connects us with our ancestral heritage and with the wisdom that has walked this 
earth before us. They activate the potential powers that are already present within us, 
within all that exists.  We begin to tap into the unseen world.  The world of energy and 
forces that are beyond our current understanding and awareness. As we begin to 

DAY 1: THE POWER OF THE ELEMENTS



understand them, their expression within us and through us, has the power to become 
our compass, recalibrate our journey, and crack our Heart open.
Ayurveda also teaches us that along our journey of Alignment with Soul, we must learn 
to dance along to the rhythms of the Earth, the Moon & the Elements once more.

Tonight's Full Moon SuperMoon (New or Full Moon whose orbit is closest to the Earth) 
is the closest one to us since Sept 28th, 2015... and won't happen again till 2018!! It is a 
very special time, as SuperMoons are amplifiers of our energy fields and awaken us to 
higher potentials within ourselves and since we are diving within to do just that... well... 
kapow! Synergy's greatness is at play once again, and why not ride the cosmic wave of 
alignment in this cosmic dance?

______________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code of Liquid Nutrition. Liquid Nutrition is made 
of Raw Living Foods & Superfoods. Organic. It matters.

https://youtu.be/vmvbiSgVgIE

VISION QUEST: Alignment with Elements, the Moon & the Rhythms of the Earth.

https://youtu.be/MBOToASE7vs

RITUAL OF THE DAY: Creating Sacred Space within the boundaries of our own skin. 
Meditation as a tool for Alignment.

https://youtu.be/NWp3PnU5reQ

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:  Our daily practices build us up, build our foundation and 
allow us to get to know ourselves more intimately. They allow us to continue to carve 
sacred space within us, and gift us with powerful insight into our journey. Today we will 
be using this tool for seeing where we are at, not from where we think we are at, but 
more so from a place of Soul guidance. Curious? Take a peek!

Please do the following Archetypes for the Recalibrating of the Sacred Heart Practice.

https://youtu.be/vmvbiSgVgIE
https://youtu.be/MBOToASE7vs
https://youtu.be/NWp3PnU5reQ


ARCHETYPES FOR RECALIBRATING OUR SACRED HEART

circle      triangle      spiral      cross (plus sign)      square

Exercise: 
1- Draw each shape underneath it’s name
2- Spend some time in inquiry. Look at them. Feel them.
3- See which shape draws you most and put them in order from 1-5. 1 being the one 
you are most drawn to and 5 the least. Write the numbers underneath your drawings of 
the shapes.

_______

The meaning of the order of the numbers:
#1  is where you think you are
#2  is your inherit strengths
#3  is your core work as Soul
#4  is your motivations
#5  is your unfinished business

CIRCLE: Represents the Sacred Vessel. The Element of Ether. It’s role is the awakener, 
the mystic. It represents wholeness, the rainbow, unity. It’s direction is the centre.

TRIANGLE: Represent the world of the mind. The Element of Fire. It’s role is of 
awakened wisdom, the teacher, the sage. It is creative , that which gives purpose, 
illumination. It’s direction is the East.

SPIRAL: Represent the world of Spirit. The Element of Air. It’s role is the seer and the 
visionary, the universal principle of the archetypical, the principle behind phenomena, 
that which gives the idea. It is the world of Soul, the World of the Above. It’s direction is 
the North.

DAY 1-  THE POWER OF THE ELEMENTS
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CROSS: Represents the goals and dreams, our Hearts. The Element of Water. IT’s role 
is ritualistic, the artist, the felt sense experience. It is the formative, that which gives the 
world form. It’s direction is the West.

SQUARE: Represents stability. The Element of Earth. Pacha Mama: Mother Earth. It’s 
role is the healer and the shaman, the self, the bellow, the physical plane. It is Right 
Action. It’s direction is the South.

______

PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
I encourage you to use an additional sheet of paper!

1- How are you going to use #2 — your inherit strengths— and #4 —your motivations— 
to come into completion with #3 — your core work as Soul?

2- What Element are you more in relationship with ?

3- What Element are you no longer in balance with?

4- How can yo bring it back into balance?

_____________________________________________________________________

READY. SET. FEAST.
Video: https://youtu.be/evrjYx3X1e4 

https://youtu.be/evrjYx3X1e4


“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their 
dreams.”

[ Eleanor Roosevelt ]

As we dive deeper into our Heat's calling we are met by the great unknown . We are 
met by a desire to anchor deeper into our own Truth, by visions of yearning of greater 
inner Peace, greater congruency... We are now standing at the edge of the cliff, knowing 
a more coherent life awaits, yet the fear and intimidation of the leap has frozen our 
Hearts and we are now running away from our breath rather then allowing it to guide us 
deeper into our selves. As we dive into the Unknown we must let go of what no longer 
serves us through detoxifying not only our bodies, but our emotions, our minds, our 
environment... & we must also simultaneously begin to rebuild ourselves alive.

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code of Liquid Nutrition: Dual Action— cleansing 
(detoxifying) & building (repairing, rejuvenating, regenerating) properties.

https://youtu.be/Dk8KZdKoIbA

VISION QUEST: Diving into the unknown & Hauling at the Moon.

As we continue to align and dance with the rhythms of the Earth, we will also learn to 
haul at the Moon. Ready ? Let's do it. It's our turn to release what no longer serves us 

DAY 2: DIVING INTO THE UNKNOWN

https://youtu.be/Dk8KZdKoIbA


so that we can create space for what we want to bring into our lives. Like... Hauling a 
little deeper and louder perhaps :)

https://youtu.be/Nj127BkTRXY

RITUAL OF THE DAY: The Power of the Breath.

https://youtu.be/YPcW-mjcB7E

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:  Now it's your turn to release the accumulated densities that 
are creating blockages in your body complex.
This exercise is one that brings us into closer relationships with the Moon and it's 
powers and effects on upon our bodies, our consciousness and subconsciousness but 
also it is a practice of emptying our Hearts. And because it was such a brilliant Full 
SuperMoon last night, it's time to honour this sacred relationship.
 
Please do the following Releasing Accumulated Density Practice. You can use the 
above video (under Vision Quest) to get inspired.

https://youtu.be/Nj127BkTRXY
https://youtu.be/YPcW-mjcB7E


The New & Full Moons have great powers over us. Is that you I have heard hauling at 
the Moon? If it is, welcome to the Tribe. If you haven’t yet, well, you are in for a ride. 
The Following exercise is traditionally timed with both the New & Full Moons. But since 
our time is short, I decided to still included it and do this practice in the span of the time 
we have.

Materials you need: paper, per, ceramic bowl, matches or a lighter, a glass jar, baking 
soda, water. A rattle or hand drum (or any drum for that matter) if you have one.

Make sure that you will be undisturbed for the next 10 min or so. (could take longer).

I invite you to sit in meditation. To find a quiet space so that you can go within. Focus on 
your breath and repeat three rounds of deep breathing. Inhale deeply, exhale deeply. 

I invite you to grab your paper and pen and sit comfortably in your inquiry. We will be 
diving into that which is creating or has created density in your life and the process of 
emptying our Hearts. THIS IS A LETTER THAT NO ONE ELSE IS MEANT TO READ. 
So pour you heart open and let it bleed. Please take the time to answer and write the 
following questions: 

What has created density (blockage) in your life? 
What is currently creating density in your life?
What do you need to release or let go of in your physical body, in your heart, in your 
mind, in your relationship with Spirit?
What does no longer serve you in your physical body, in your heart, in your mind, in 
your relationship with Spirit?
What do you want to move beyond of —currently in your life?

When you are done. Go outside and bring along the rest of the Materials. Fold the 
paper. Place it in the ceramic bowl and still holding sacred space, burn it. You can play 
the rattle or the drum if you have one, or simply sit in the Magic of the Power of the Fire 
to transform our density. 

Once it has fully burned and cooled down a bit, gather the ashes into your glass jar. In it 
place equal amounts of water and equal amounts of baking soda. These two last 
ingredients serve to neutralize the power of the density that is still within the ashes you 
have gathered. Place the jar in the freezer until further notice. We will be releasing this 
frozen densities into the natural world towards the end of our time together.

NOTE: This practice is a wonderful way to empty our Hearts and let go of what no 
longer serves us. Come into alignment with the Moon by writing and burning your 
densities away and freezing them on the day of the New Moon and releasing them into 
running water on the day of the Full Moon.  

DAY 2- RELEASING ACCUMULATED DENSITY

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



It’s not about finding your voice, it’s about giving yourself
permission to use it.

[ Kriss Carr ]

As we set one foot over the cliff and begin to let go of the densities that have dulled our 
journey we automatically begin to Spark our Own Revolution. It is in the lightness of our 
being that we meet our Bliss, it is in those moments of clarity and inspiration that we are 
able to hear our inner voices and answer the call to open our Hearts and lead our 
actions through our passions and so we begin to discover our inner compass. We begin 
to reconnect with the inner space of direction and inner guidance in our lives.

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code of Liquid Nutrition: High Enzymatic Power.

https://youtu.be/Im-gmM1qO4c

VISION QUEST: Answering the Call to open our Hearts and discovering our Inner 
Compass.

https://youtu.be/kx2nSOhaG5Q

DAY 3: SPARKING YOUR OWN REVOLUTION

https://youtu.be/Im-gmM1qO4c
https://youtu.be/kx2nSOhaG5Q


RITUAL OF THE DAY: The importance of connecting with our inner voice as a guide for 
our Earth walk. Discovering our inner compass.

https://youtu.be/64rfwT3VZ_U

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:  Your voice has two expressions through your body. There is 
the outer voice that is the one that you make with your vocal cords. It has the power to 
express Universal Consciousness. It allows you to communicate in many different ways. 

There is also your deeper (inner) voice, the Voice of who you truly are, the Voice that 
resides inside of you, the one we often shut down. This is the Voice of Peace, the Voice 
of Love, the Voice of Grace. When we are able to align both Voices through our 
expression of ourselves into the world, our actions anchor into a deep space of love and 
authenticity.

Please do the Connecting with Our Voices and Our Passions exercise & gift your self 
time for this practice.

https://youtu.be/64rfwT3VZ_U


Your voice has two expressions through your body. There is the outer voice that is the 
one that you make with your vocal cords. It has the power to express Universal 
Consciousness. It allows you to communicate in many different ways. There is also your 
deeper (inner) voice, the Voice of who you truly are, the Voice that resides inside of you, 
the one we often shut down. This is the Voice of Peace, the Voice of Love, the Voice of 
Grace. When we are able to align both Voices through our expression of ourselves into 
the world, our actions anchor into a deep space of love and authenticity.

Both expressions are equally needed on our time on Earth... We use one to connect 
with others, with the world at large. The other is an aspect of our experience of Soul 
within the limits of our skin, the one we use to expand our internal voices with. 

Take the time now, as you choose to slow down, to step away from too many 
electronics, from too much time on social media, to connect with that deeper Voice 
within, so that when you use your external Voice, the depth of clarity you seek, naturally 
flows through you. Time for Self inquiry will lead you to your voice. So will journaling. So 
will asking yourself the following questions in the Stillness of your inquiry. Gather paper 
and pen and allow your Heart to empty itself. 

When was the last time I connected with my inner Voice?

What did it say then?

Do I consciously or unconsciously shut down my own Voice, my own Self?

And as you spend time with your inner Voice, begin to inquire about your passions, 
because often the two walk side by side.

What am I passionate about?

What makes my Heart beat with great love for life?

What makes me feel excited and vibrant?

What floods my Heart with great joy?

DAY 3- CONNECTING WITH OUR VOICES & OUR PASSIONS.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



Joy is a feeling that often is connected with our passion. Passions are things, actions, 
practices that we love, that make us feel good, vibrantly alive and inspired by life. 
Connect with your passions, make one commitment to yourself to pursue your 
passion(s) this week, and the next... What would you do? 

How can you give yourself permission to pursue what you love? 

Is there one small or large thing that you can do right now, which will lead you towards 
living from a place of passion more consistently in your life?

I would like to invite you to further connect with the inner space of joy and gratitude. 
Anchoring into Gratitude will propel our journey in leaps and bounds. Gratitude within 
our bodies is an inner space of deep nourishment, it is positive in it’s nature, it is a 
space that has already been fulfilled, it is a place of being supported, it is a space of 
inner grace. So if we can tap int that space… the one that knows has the best interest of 
our Hearts, the one that knows we are guided and protected even if we don’t see it yet, 
the one that knows the space of thankfulness always basks in freedom and we carry it 
all within the boundaries of our skin.  So before we carry on and begin to dismember our 
selves to recreate ourselves I invite you to write 7 things (or inner spaces) of Gratitude:

(Please keep this list with you, or at hand and read it on a daily basis. Perhaps to start 
your day, or perhaps to end your day. ) 



Inch by inch I conquered the inner terrain I was born with. Bit by 
bit I reclaimed the swamp in which I'd languished. I gave birth to 

my infinite being, but I had to wrench myself out of me with 
forceps.

 
[ Fernando Pessoa ]

Our Inner Terrain is truly the current state of affairs of our whole body system that is 
affected by our habits, our mental landscape, the food we eat, our lifestyle and so on.
 
We have available to us tools for identifying the state of our Inner Terrain and we have 
tools for changing and 'updating' our inner software, our habits, our lifestyle. As we have 
already learned, everything affects everything else and it is all interrelated... So any 
slight change in our habits, lifestyle, thoughts, beliefs can have profound effects in our 
overall system.

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code IV of Liquid Nutrition: Alkaline pH for Radiant 
Health! Understanding pH balance.

https://youtu.be/65lg8Ckj2bY

DAY 4: OUR INNER TERRAIN

https://youtu.be/65lg8Ckj2bY


VISION QUEST: Changing our Inner Terrain. How our limited beliefs affect our Inner 
Terrain. 

https://youtu.be/Ora1xq72yHs

RITUAL OF THE DAY: Changing our Limited Beliefs.

https://youtu.be/6LF9kikWASQ

PRACTICE OF THE DAY: Upgrading our Operating System.

Part of our process in establishing a new foundation for ourselves takes us on a journey 
to reclaiming our Sacredness and through it we begin to establish a new relationship 
with our Self and thus change our Inner Terrain. Creating a more peaceful inner 
dialogue will allow us to connect deeper within but also allow us to shift our perception 
of our reality and the way we act/react to the world around us and the way we treat 
ourselves… So the time has come to begin to upgrade our operating system.
 
Please do the following Updating our Operating System practice and get ready to 
establish a new Inner Terrain that is more congruent with you current life.

https://youtu.be/Ora1xq72yHs
https://youtu.be/6LF9kikWASQ


Part of our process in establishing a new foundation for ourselves takes us on a journey 
to reclaiming our Sacredness and through it we begin to establish a new relationship 
with our Self and thus change our Inner Terrain. Creating a more peaceful inner 
dialogue will allow us to connect deeper within but also allow us to shift our perception 
of our reality and the way we act/react to the world around us and the way we treat 
ourselves… So the time has come to begin to upgrade our operating system.

This week we are going to be taking a look at our limiting believes, and at the way in 
which they have kept us bound, and perhaps be source of or a part of our current 
disharmony. 

So brew yourself your favourite tea, create a sacred space or sit at your Altar. Take a 
few deepening breaths and connect deeply with the truth or perceived truth that lives 
within you. This exercise is just for you. Nobody is watching and if you need to you can 
burn it afterwards. What matters is that you release onto paper the weight of your Heart. 
What matters is that you begin to see some of the ways in which our beliefs limit us and 
re wire our belief structure into one that will serve our current Evolution. 

On the following chart (and if you need— on a separate sheet of paper) begin to write 3 
limiting beliefs about the your self, habits, body and so on.

ABOUT LIMITING BELIEF

SELF

MY HABITS

MY BODY

MY MIND

ABOUT

DAY 4- UPGRADING OUR OPERATING SYSTEM.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



MY AGE

MY ROLE AT THIS 
TIME

MY PARTNER

PARENTHOOD

MY FAMILY UNIT

MY FAMILY OF ORIGIN

MY FIRENDS

SOCIETY

THE WORLD

LIMITING BELIEFABOUT



Now take some time to go through them, one by one and ask yourself if that belief is 
true. Is it true that because I can’t teach and support others on their healing journey’s 
because I am still going through deeper levels of my own healing journey? Is it true that 
I don’t have enough time to pursue what I love? Is it true that I don’t want to have any 
communication with my family of origin? Is it true that I don’t need anyone in my life and 
I can fully support myself? Is it true that because my kids are no longer home I have no 
one to care for? and so on.... It is helpful to place the charts side by side.

Now take the time to re write your limiting beliefs, in a positive frame, in a way they will 
now support you. We are now creating a new programming for our current operating 
system. A new code for our bodies to catch up to, in order to live in more harmony with 
our Selves and release the limiting beliefs that have kept us bound. It is a great process 
of recalibration. 

MY ROLE IN THE 
WORLD

LIMITING BELIEFABOUT

ABOUT NEW POSITIVE BELIEF

SELF

MY HABITS

MY BODY

MY MIND

MY AGE

ABOUT



MY ROLE AT THIS 
TIME

MY PARTNER

PARENTHOOD

MY FAMILY UNIT

MY FAMILY OF ORIGIN

MY FIRENDS

SOCIETY

THE WORLD

MY ROLE IN THE 
WORLD

NEW POSITIVE BELIEFABOUT



Spend some time integrating or being with the emotions the limiting beliefs are bringing 
up for you and where in the body do you feel them. They hold an important key to your 
unfolding, your healing and your path to radiant health. 

When you are done, you may be feeling emotional, you may be feeling grounded 
through this process. You may be feeling ecstatic, whatever you are feeling.. please 
honour it and give yourself time and space to move through whatever has come up for 
you. Take some time to do some deep breathing and connect with the feeling of 
gratitude for the opportunity to do this work. For the opportunity to face ourselves, our 
stories and what has brought us to this moment in our journey of awakening. It is truly a 
blessing to be able to do this, it might be hard, but it is a blessing in disguise. 

It would also be beneficial to go for a walk in the woods on your own, to consciously 
connect with Nature, to feel the power of the unseen forces that support us and have 
brought us here. 

Thank you for your courage and the openness in your heart to move through that which 
keeps us bound. It is easier to stay bound than to seek change. It is easier to stay in 
blame than it is to compassionately take responsibility for our lives now. 

May you continue on your path of revelation. 
May you anchor knee deep into your sacredness and leave the fear, the shame, the 
guilt, the anger, the sorrow behind. They will come back from time to time, but now we 
know we can feel them, and let them go. 

NEW POSITIVE BELIEFABOUT



One must still have chaos in oneself to be able to give birth to a 
dancing star.

 
[ Friedrich Nietzsche ]

As we begin to deconstruct ourselves, we night feel as if Chaos has settled in. Trust that 
it is a temporary experience of re patterning. To create a new foundation, we must break 
the old patterns, we must let them go which sometimes is not easy. Yet in the re 
patterning of our foundation we begin to access the emergence of our Sacred Purpose, 
our Dharma. We can not access it with the old paradigms, but we can certainly begin to 
access it now.

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code V of Liquid Nutrition: Structured Living 
Water.

https://youtu.be/QtxJzibTXo4

VISION QUEST: Building a new Foundation. Out of Chaos come a dancing Star.
 
Guided Journey. Please find a comfortable place, or if you are at a desktop, sit in a 
comfortable position. Turn the phones off. This is your time to journey deep within. I will 
be guiding you on a journey to meet your challenge in hopes to surrender as we make 
peace with perhaps our greatest teacher.

DAY 5: OUT OF CHAOS COMES A DANCING STAR

https://youtu.be/QtxJzibTXo4


https://youtu.be/GTd3B1Mjr2I

RITUAL OF THE DAY: Connecting with our Dharma—Sacred Purpose.

https://youtu.be/-A1YgK-XwWk

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:

Does the life you live support the changes that you want to bring about?  A big question, 
isn't it?
So, let’s break it down.

Bring along with you your letter of Intention for the Feast and Vision Quest, bring along 
every Practice that you have done for all the previous days we have shared, bring along 
with you any other writing you have done, and most importantly bring along with you 
your Re calibrated Heart Compass.

Please do the following Envisioning your Future Present: A clear Road Map Practice.

https://youtu.be/GTd3B1Mjr2I
https://youtu.be/-A1YgK-XwWk


Does the life you live support the changes that you want to bring about?  A big question, 
isn't it?

So, let’s break it down.

Bring along with you your letter of Intention for the Feast and Vision Quest, bring along 
every Practice that you have done for all the previous days we have shared, bring along 
with you any other writing you have done, most importantly bring along with you your Re 
calibrated Heart Compass. 

I invite you now to spend some time thinking about this past week, thinking about what 
made you answer the Call, and the transformation that has already happened. With and 
open Heart and pen at hand, I would like you to list 3 things that you would like to 
further shift, or commit to, and one by one answer the following questions.

1.- What do I desire to further shift or change in my life?

How will I support myself along this shift?

What is my role in this shift?

What actions or steps do I need to take?

What are my steps forward?

Repeat this exercise 2 more times. 

By the end of this exercise you should have a clearer road map of 3 shifts or anchoring 
points that will support your clarity of action as you transition out of this Liquid Feast and 
Vision Quest.

DAY 5- ENVISIONING YOUR FUTURE PRESENT: A CLEAR ROAD MAP.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



Every day is a journey, and the journey itself is home.
 

[ Matsuo Basho ]

Living in Right Relationship is the Art of living through conscious action not only for the 
benefit of ourselves, but for the benefit of all. It is shifting from reactive action into 
conscious action. It is shifting into a more congruent, coherent field of inter related 
awareness, where we truly embody the understanding that Everything is inter related 
and that the Universe functions in Sacred Reciprocity.

As we begin to bring in and anchor into more conscious action, inclusive of emotion and 
thought, we begin to become a Living Sanctuary. We begin to transform Ourselves Alive 
and shift from Self to a Brave New World. We have the potential to become a Living 
Prayer for Peace, a Living for Love.....
 
Are you ready to Dream Yourself Alive?

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code VI of Liquid Nutrition: Conscious Drinking. It 
matters.

https://youtu.be/0v8TwScEpK0

DAY 6: LIVING IN RIGHT RELATIONSHIP

https://youtu.be/0v8TwScEpK0


VISION QUEST: Becoming a Living Sanctuary. Everything is interrelated.

https://youtu.be/QnOu5dk25b4

RITUAL OF THE DAY: The Power of Transformation. From Self to Brave New World.

https://youtu.be/F7lvTVp3ntA

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:

Today we begin to integrate the daily experiences we have been exploring during this 
Liquid Feast and Vision Quest.  We have had the opportunity to become familiar with 
our Self, to recalibrate our Heart Compass, to dive deeper into our dreams and the road 
ahead, to make them happen.
 
Please do the following Dream Yourself Alive Practice.

_____________________________________________________________________

NOTE- PLEASE THAW OUT YOUR DENSITY CONCOCTION TONIGHT. YOU WILL 
BE NEEDING IT TOMORROW.

https://youtu.be/QnOu5dk25b4
https://youtu.be/F7lvTVp3ntA


SACRED SOUL CONTRACT

Today we begin to integrate the daily experiences we have been exploring during this 
Liquid Feast and Vision Quest.  We have had the opportunity to become familiar with 
our Self, to recalibrate our Heart Compass, to dive deeper into our dreams and the road 
ahead, to make them happen. 

We are ready to commit to the journey ahead, for when we commit we are saying YES! 
to the life we yearn for. It is important to consciously step up, make that commitment 
with our Self and create a Sacred Soul Contract that allows us to detach from our Story 
and see our journey from a different perspective, allows us to see the larger picture, to 
have more clarity of our next step(s), to create a deeper intimacy with our Heart and a 
deeper and more vibrant expression of our dreams, desires and Soul purpose. A Sacred 
Soul Contract allows us to empower our journey and carve our own destiny in the 
process of Dreaming Ourselves Alive. 

Every time you are on a Journey or do a Liquid Feast, you are at a different place in 
your life. And though some of your have done this before, take the time to do it again. 
Witness what has transformed, transmuted and is currently in your life and compare it to 
where you were last time.

For this exercise bring along pen and paper, bring your Clear Road Map Practice from 
yesterday and take the time to honestly answer the following questions of your Sacred 
Soul Contract.

On your own take time for Self-Inquiry… find a quiet space, be it your Meditation Sacred 
Space or a spot in Nature that calls your name.  Breathe deeply.  Centre yourself. Re 
read the questions and answers to the Clear Road Map Practice. Then lets take it one 
or few more steps ahead by answering and writing down the following questions:

What is guiding me to shift or change at this time in my life?

What is currently in my life that I am grateful for? List at least 7 things.

What is currently in my life that is preventing me from living my dreams? 

How would I live if I were free from that which I see/believe to be limiting? 

DAY 6- DREAMING YOURSELF ALIVE.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



What do I wish to create in this World?

What is my Soul Dream?

What is my Sacred Purpose?

What steps do I need to take to begin to move in the direction of my desire?

I, _________________________, commit to being present to my Soul journey. I commit 
to being present to my Heart and to allow myself to grow, discover, expand my Sacred 
Heart for my own benefit and the benefit of humankind. I see my Sacred Purpose as 
one of being of service to the evolution of consciousness, to my own evolution and to 
the healing of all, for Peace is possible and it begins with me, today and every day, 
through my very own actions. 

I understand that Liquid Feasting & Vision Questing are tools along my journey of self 
transformation and I choose to integrate this and other tools for my own alignment with 
the Cosmos.

I am Peace by being Peace. I am Love by being Love. 

Peace and Love, I am.

Signed by:

Date:

This is your Sacred Soul Contract.  This is your Soul speaking through you. 



Vibration is the core of the spirit. It is the breath of life.
[ Suzy Kassem ]

Life Force is the the life the breaths us. It is the power or energy that is transferred into 
us through the food we eat, through the nourishment that comes into us through the 
senses. It is the force or power that keeps us alive and keeps our hearts beating. Life 
Force can also be understood as consciousness. It is consciousness that seeks 
expression and expansion for it's own Evolution.

As we learn to surrender to our Heart's calling, as we learn to greet the challenge as the 
teacher, as we learn to build our energy body as a way to anchor and stay truly 
connected with this Life Force we begin to learn about the Power of our own Resonance 
as a tool for not only our own Evolution but also for the Evolution of Mankind.

_____________________________________________________________________

TOOLS FOR RECALIBRATING THE HEART COMPASS

LIQUID FEAST: The Living Systems Code VII of Liquid Nutrition: Vibrational resonance 
as a tool in consciousness expansion, evolution and the emergence of the Sacred 
Heart. Building our energy body.

https://youtu.be/n3BkoEwtrQk

VISION QUEST: Awakening the Hope Activist Within.

DAY 7: THE LIFE FORCE THAT BREATHES YOU.

https://youtu.be/n3BkoEwtrQk


As we begin to become a part of the whole, we realize the power that our life has to be 
a force of change, to be a force of good.  We begin to realize that each and every single 
action has the power to shift our whole experience of life and therefore the experience 
that others have of us in our life together.  We are all interconnected.  The One affects 
the Whole and the Whole affects the One.

As our Sacred Heart unfolds, surrenders and emerges into the World, we begin to 
dedicate our life to others with a sense of deep respect for all sentient beings.  We 
begin to open up again to the nourishment and the beauty of life, to the gifts, magic, the 
mystical and the miracles that are constantly happening around us.

Can we begin to rebuild our Sacred temple?

Can we begin to recreate our inner sanctuaries and reclaim our Sacredness along the 
way?

Can we become a Living Sanctuary as a prayer for Peace?

CAN WE AWAKEN THE HOPE ACTIVIST WITHIN?

Can we dedicate our life to the great unfolding of Peace on Earth?

How would you live if your own emergence of your Sacred Heart was a dedication to the 
World?

What kind of choices would you make?

What kind of choices wouldn't you make?

Can the sum of our single actions change the world?

https://youtu.be/5Aww0pVQZ_I

RITUAL OF THE DAY: Gifting our density to the world of Spirit.

Please have your "Density Concoction" ready and thawed out for this practice.

https://youtu.be/_CXiPZPsjFE

 
In your own time, find a stream or a body of  moving water and release your 'density' 
away by gifting it to the waters so that they may have a space outside of your body and 
be recycled through this great wide web of the natural world.

https://youtu.be/5Aww0pVQZ_I
https://youtu.be/_CXiPZPsjFE


When you are near the running body of water, please pause, connect with your breath 
and the inner space of stillness. Express your intention for gifting your Density away and 
gently release the contents of your "Density Concoction" into the waters.

I understand that you may not have time today to do this, please try to do so over the 
next 7 days. In the meantime, anchor into the space of it being released as I release 
mine into the moving waters in the above Vision Quest Video.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY:

Vows for Self Evolution Closing Ceremony.

Through our time together we have gained greater clarity about our current life state. 
We have dismembered ourselves to create a new foundation, we have gather the 
pieces of our hearts and stepped in the inquiry of what we would still like to carry forth 
and what we no longer need, we have brought greater awareness into our limited 
beliefs, into creating a clear road map to guide our journey forward, we then have 
stepped into the the Dream world to bring forth with us a clear vision of ourselves in the 
world.

Today's practice is one of commitment to all that we have journeyed over the last 7 
days. It is by creating our own Vows for Self Evolution that we can really anchor our 
experience through this 7 Day Liquid Feast & Vision Quest deeper into our inner space 
of Truth.

This is your last exercise in our time together and one that consolidates it all. I invite 
you, one last time, to dive into your own revolution. Please do the following practice: 
your Vows for Self Evolution.

Once you have written your vows, please bring them with you if you are breaking the 
Feast & Quest on-site @ The Realign Ranch. If you are breaking the Feast & Quest in 
the comfort of your own space, please gift yourselves a few minutes today to connect 
with the space of stillness within yourself, to thank yourself for the journey and for all 
that has come to light in our time together.

I invite you, very much like we did with the Releasing of Density to Spirit Ritual, to gift 
your vows to the world by releasing them through burning them in sacred fire. We 
create a sacred fire by sanctifying the space with our intention to release the vows into 
the world of Spirit as a gift for our own Evolution.

Before you watch this video please make sure you have written your Vows for Self 
Evolution.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Uny7gpK_rM 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Uny7gpK_rM


Through our time together we have gained greater clarity about our current life state. 
We have dismembered ourselves to create a new foundation, we have gather the 
pieces of our hearts and stepped in the inquiry of what we would still like to carry forth 
and what we no longer need, we have brought greater awareness into our limited 
beliefs, into creating a clear road map to guide our journey forward, we then have 
stepped into the the Dream world to bring forth with us a clear vision of ourselves in the 
world. 

Spend some time in your Sacred Space. Use any of the tools you have learned to 
centre yourself. 

Today's practice is one of commitment to all that we have journeyed over the last 7 
days. It is by creating our own Vows for Self Evolution that we can really anchor our 
experience through this 7 Day Liquid Feast & Vision Quest deeper into our inner space 
of Truth. When we take a vow, we are making a deep commitment to our own Evolution, 
and as such, committing to creating a deeper experience for our Selves. So bring along 
all the practices we have worked on as part of this Feast & Quest. Bring what you have 
released, bring your inner voice, bring your gratitudes, bring your limited beliefs and you 
new beliefs, bring your clear road map of action, bring your dream yourself alive for this 
exercise. Spend some time reviewing it all. It will guide this next and last practice of our 
time together. 

This exercise is an extension of all the ones above. I invite you to create and write down 
5 vows that will serve you as you transition into your everyday life. These vows will 
serve you to carry through with the Sacred Space and deepening that you have of 
action. Your vows can be inspired by your intention, and by your road map. They 
present to you a deeper call to action. Keep them nearby, read them often, and allow 
them to continue to support you and inspire you through the days ahead.

1.-

2.-

3.-

DAY 7 - VOWS FOR SELF EVOLUTION.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



4.-

5.-

Now, please make a second copy of them. One you will keep nearby, one we will gift to 
the world of Spirit.

Please bring your second copy with you if you are breaking the Feast & Quest on-site 
@ The Realign Ranch. 

If you are breaking the Feast & Quest in the comfort of your own space, please gift 
yourselves a few minutes today to connect with the space of stillness within yourself, to 
thank yourself for the journey and for all that has come to light in our time together.

I invite you, very much like we did with the Releasing of Density to Spirit Ritual, to gift 
your vows to the world by releasing them through burning them in sacred fire. We 
create a sacred fire by sanctifying the space with our intention to release the vows into 
the world of Spirit as a gift for our own Evolution. 



 
Please watch this video and please refer to your Pre Feast Manual pg. 32 for guidance 
on how to break the Feast and how to transition back into solid food.

How to Break the Feats Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=959pLc3HdYE

HOW TO BREAK THE FEAST

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=959pLc3HdYE


Vibration is the core of the spirit. It is the breath of life.
[ Suzy Kassem ]

Everything is the same, yet everything is so distinctively different. Isn't it?

You have done it!  How do you feel?

You, amazing you, have revolutionized your Heart, tapped into your Sacredness and 
answered your Call to freedom.  Each and every one of the tools shared along the last 7 
days are tools that you can tap into and use for life.  They are all tools for alignment with 
our Sacred Heart, with our purpose, with the essence of who we really are and how we 
choose to express ourselves in the world.

Through the power of Awareness, we connect more deeply with our own Self and our 
own potential.  We are able to connect more deeply with the realm of the unspoken 
word, where it all is, peacefully just is.  We are able to connect more deeply with the 
Sacred realm whose language is only energy and love, the first intention that carries all 
action.  Through the power of awareness we are able to see our habits, our addictions, 
our thought processes, our actions and their consequences even before we have acted.  
The more we choose and commit to creating and inviting awareness into our life, the 
more of an impact it will have.  It is the art of becoming our own witness, it is the art of 
raising our consciousness.

The expansion of our own individual consciousness and its transformation into 
Universal consciousness also taps into the sacredness and magical manifestations of 
this world.  It is really about aligning our whole body, mind, emotional, and spiritual 
system with Universal Consciousness.  Alignment, sounds so simple yet it is such a 
complex action.

DAY 8: THE POWER OF REINTEGRATION



By combining in synergy practices such as Liquid Feasting & Vision Questing we are 
able to connect and tap into our own innate wisdom, the wisdom of the 5 Elements, the 
land, the natural world, ultimately connecting through a journey of transformation to a 
deeper space of alignment of our Soul with Spirit or the God of our own understanding.

Our personal journey begins to harmonize our Nature, allows our Soul to develop 
spiritually and allows our Heart to embrace the Divine Grace of Spirit. As eco-
philosopher Joanna Macy states, it allows us to come back to life. It allows us the 
ethical re-wilding of the Self, the acknowledgement of the Sacred within ourselves and 
the process of living a more authentic life.

The power of making our life our Spiritual Practice connects us back to creating the 
sacred space that holds all existence. This time it is not necessarily a space or a 
practice that has been given to us, but more so it is ours to choose, to develop, to 
commit to, and to explore. It is ours to create. It is ours to continue to show up to. For 
me, my Spiritual practice is the process through which I connect with Grace, with the 
God of my own understanding. It is the process through which I make sense of the 
world and the world makes sense of me. It is the process through which I connect 
deeply with my true voice, with my essence, with my core, and allow my Self to shine.

As you begin your own process of answering your call, you begin to create your life as 
your own Spiritual Practice, as there is an intimate relationship between the two. One 
cannot exist without the other, just like Soul and body cannot exist without each other.

May your journey continue to bring you into deeper places of alignment, into a deeper, 
more intimate relationship with your Self and those around you. May your journey be 
gentle and filled with compassion. May we embrace our own humanity and allow our 
Selves to shine.

One juice, one smoothie, one elixir at a time!

I thank you with all my being for taking this journey with me,

Until we meet again,

With love,
Naty Howard.

_____________________________________________________________________

TRANSITIONING INTO OUR DAILY LIVES (video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-Df8TxopTg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-Df8TxopTg


“There is great power in awareness.
There is great power in the re-wilding of the Self.

There is great power in making our life our own Spiritual Practice.
We awaken,

we begin to live in freedom,
we begin to anchor into Love,
we begin to serve the world.”

[ Natalie Howard ]

I INVITE YOU TO FEAST IT UP MONDAY'S!

To continue to grasp and grow within the new foundation and the Sacred Space we 
have created this week, I invite you to continue once a week, or perhaps once a month, 
to Feast it up for one day or more if you would like.  Some of us will be Feasting it up on 
Mondays.  So for now until the end of times, we begin a new beginning each and every 
week on Mondays by Feasting our Soul with fresh pressed Juices, Smoothies, Raw 
Soups, Elixirs, Fermented liquid powers and of course, with Love.

When we do this as a group, there is a subtle energy that begins to build up, connecting 
us to each other, supporting us, nourishing us, and holding us to dig and dive deeper 
into our Self as a practice and a prayer for all.

So I invite you on Mondays, to gift your Self a Liquid Feast….

______________________________________________________________________

NOW WHAT?… RIGHT?



And at last, really, last…

https://youtu.be/ADIFTYrkJ3M

IS YOUR HEART FOLLOWING IT’S CREED?

The Realign Ranch Creed

Awaken to the power of your Truth.
Surrender to the power of your Heart.

Reclaim your Sacredness for your are already whole.
Journey through the 7 generations of your ancestral being because they are 

foundational part of who you are.
Plant the seed of care in each other.

Feel the love of the 7 generations that will come after your time on Earth has passed.
Recalibrate your Heart Compass.

Eat raw food.
Reconnect the hope activist within.

Make each day better.
Believe in your Power.

Align with your purpose.
Get your hands into the Earth.

Grow.
Grow your own food.

Express yourself Alive.
Create.

Create yourself Alive.
Be love.

Lovely Be.
Wear your Sacred Heart on your sleeve.

Travel the longest journey of all: the 17 inches from your Mind to your Heart.
Be your own revolution.
Juice every damn day.
Power up your Health.
Drink your medicine.

Rawck it all.
Become a Living Sanctuary.

You, yes, You.
Embody yourself alive.

Let your breath fill every inch of your body from the inside out.
Move.

Link movement to breath.
Shake it all down.

Be still.

https://youtu.be/ADIFTYrkJ3M


Anchor your breath in your Heart.
Bare witness.
Get outside.

Connect with Nature.
Find your blisscipline and stick with it.

Walk barefoot.
Ground knee deep into the Earth as you touch the Sky.

Journey on…
Become Soul…
Soul is calling…

Do you feel her pull?


